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Charts and graphs accompanying papers should be care-
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lightly inserted in pencil.
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Pitman Medical
A New Look at Industrial Medicine
R. L. Luffingham MB, BS, DIH, Medical Officer, British Transport Docks
Board, Hull and Goole; Part-time Medical Officer, British Rail,
North-Eastern Region

'Prevention rather than cure' is the conclusion reached by the author of this
radical survey of medicine in Britain today. His analysis of the present
situation makes it clear that a nation cannot now afford a National Health
Service concerned almost totally with curing the sick. He believes that
medicine is bound up with irrevocable social changes and in particular
that medicine in the future will have to be practised in an environment
tailored to suit the industrialist and to the technocrat.

Industrial Medicine is largely a post war development and until now all
writers have concentrated on its clinical and academic aspects. This book
is the first to look at industrial method as a new way of practising medicine,
exploiting for the benefit of the patient, the unique openings made available
by a marriage of medicine and industry.

Dr Luffingham sees tremendous opportunities ahead for the doctor who
is prepared to assume a totally new role, that of a maintenance engineer
responsible for the human resources of industry.
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